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The study of the temperature variation of the electlical resistivity 
:md the CLment-voltage charactelistics of phases in the La-Sr-Ti-0, Ln
Sr-Nb-0, La-Mn-0, Ba-Sr-Pb-0, La-Pb-Re-0, Mg-Ti-0 systems sug
gests that some compositions contain superconducting inclusions. The 
su·uctme of superconducting inclusions (stll.lCtme fi·agments) is coher
ently cmmected with stlucture of the non-superconducting phase and has 
different composition from one. A similar phenomena was observed in 
samples of the well-known system YBa2Cu3015+ when increased fi·om 
0.2 to 0.5. The phases of compositions (Ln,Sr)xNb03-, (La.Sr)xTi03-, 
(La,Pb )xRe03-, which belong to cubic bronzes of perovskite Stll.JCture, 
contain superconducting stlucture fragments with Tci160 K, f·i 50K and 
f·i 60K, respectively. The phases (Ba.Sr)Pb03 (perovskite stlucture) with 
f·i 70K and Mg(Mg,Tih04 (spinel stluctln·e) with f·i 130K have the cu
bic symmetly There are indications of the possible presence of super
conducting fragments with Tci180K in the phase Lat\1n03+ with 
rhomboedral perovskite stlucture. The depedence of the eli tical tempera
tln·es of the phases, Tc, and inclusions, f.i,, on fmmal charge ofTi, Nb, Pb, 
Re, Mn, Bi, Cu cations is found. 
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Manganese oxide perovskites with general fmmula A 1-xA · xMn03 
(A =La. Pr, Y.; A'= Ca. Sr Ea .. ) have been the subject of renewed 
interest, clue to the giant magnetoresistance (GMR) exhibited near 
the feiTOmagnetic (FM) spin ordeJing temperature T c- In fact, for 
values of the electronic eloping x~0.30, the high-temperature para
magnetic state is electrically insulating, whereas the low-tempera
ture FM state is metallic. The CuJie temperature can be raised upon 
application of an external magnetic field, thereby producing the 
GMR effect. At higher doping levels (x > 0.50) the system is anti
fenomagnetic at low temperatures, and, in a nanow region of com
position around x=0.50, both types of magnetic order occur. The 
presence of structural anomalies associated with the magnetic tran
sitions in A 1-xA' xMn03 (x=0.25, x=0.30 and x=0.50) has been evi
denced by high-resolution synchrotron x-ray and neutron powder 
diffraction. In all cases, the lattice parameter anomalies are asso
ciated with a significant reanangement of the Mn-0 bond lengths. 
so that the Mn06 octahedra are Jahn-Teller-distorted in the insu
lating state, and almost undistorted in the metallic state. These 
results provide strong expeJimental evidence for the importance 
of static/dynamic Jalm-Teller distortions as a charge carrier local
ization mechanism. Very recently, it has been shown that, at a con
stant value of the electronic doping level x, the CuJie temperature 
can be "tuned" by changing the average radius <rA> of the A-site 
ion or by applying external pressure (dT c/dP is always positive, 
although its value changes significantly as a function of <rA>). To 
study this effect, the structural phase diagram of the Ao.1A 'o.3Mn03 
system (A = La, Pr; A' = Ca, SJ; Ba) was determined by neutron 
powder diffraction as a function of temperature, pressure and <1),>. 

In addition to confirming that the overall increase ofTc as a func
tion of <l"A> is associated with a reduction of the structural distor
tion from the cubic symmetry, tllis study has evidenced the ex
treme sensitivity ofTc to the average Mn-0 distance. In fact, as a 
function of <rA>. <Mn-0> has a minimum that coincides with the 
maximum of the Curie temperature. Furthermore, the structure re
sponds to external pressure by a compression of the Mn-0 bond 
lengths, while the l'vln-0-Mn bond angles are only slightly pres
sure-dependent. 
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Magnetic field-induced structural phase transitions as well 
as thermally induced ones between the orthorhombic (0) and rhom
bohedral (R) structures have been investigated for perovskite-type 
manganese oxides, La1-xSrxMn03, with finely controlled earlier 
density (x=0.160, 0.170 and 0.180). In x=0.170 crystal, the com
position of which is tuned so that the structural transition tempera
ture TS (~285K) is located close to the ferromagnetic transition 
temperature TC ( ~264K). As a result, novel magneto structural ef
fects have been observed: the TS is lowered by more than 50K 
with application of an extemal magnetic field of 7T. We deter
mined the structural phase diagram in the field-temperature plane 
from measurements of the lattice st1iction. Utilizing the structural 
phase diagram, we can switch the crystal structure, reversibly or 
ineversibly, between the 0- and R-phases by applying magnetic 
field at a fixed temperature. Such a large magi1etostructural effect 
arises from the mutual coupling among the transfer interaction of 
doped e0 caniers, the local spin moment of t20 electrons, and the 
lattice d1stortion. In the case ofLa1-xSrxMn03 crystal, the transfer 
interaction of e0 caniers that is responsible for the ferromagnetic 
double-exchange interaction and hence the induced magnetization 
M is larger in the R-phase than in the 0-phase in a magnetic field. 
Therefore the gain of the free energy by Zeeman term, -M·H, can 
d1ive the field-induced structural transition from the 0- toR-phase. 
Them1odynmnical aspects of these phenomena are understood senli
quantitatively in tenl1S of the Landau fi·ee energy with coupled order 
paran1eters, the magnetization M and the lattice distortion Q. 

In x=0.160 or 0.180, on the other hand, the Ts's are not 
changed conspicuously up to 7T, since their Ts and Tc differ con
siderably, either Ts>> Tc or Ts<<Tc, and hence the effective cou
pling between M and Q is reduced. 


